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NOTIFICATION
KEAM-2022

ADMISSIONS TO KERALA
ENGINEERING/ARCHITECTURE/PHARMACY/MEDICAL & MEDICAL

ALLIED COURSES -2022

Facility For Uploading Certificates To Prove Various Reservation Claims And Rectifying The

Defects In The Certificates Already Uploaded     

        Candidates  who  have  submitted  online  application  for  admission  to  Kerala
Engineering/Architecture/Pharmacy/Medical/Medical allied courses but have not been
allowed  eligible  reservation/other  benefits  can  upload   certificates  to  prove  their
eligible reservations, as a last chance before the publication of final category list. This
facility is made available as per GO (Rt) No.1260/2022/HEDN Dated 20.08.2022. In
order to  take advantage of  this  opportunity and to  view the status  of  the  category
claims made so far, candidates have to enter their respective profile pages available in
the website https://www.cee.kerala.gov.in through the link KEAM 2022-Candidate
Portal by giving their application number and password. To make new claims for any
eligible reservation/benefit or to rectify the inadequacy in the supporting documents
uploaded for earlier claims, candidates can upload the required certificates by clicking
the respective links accessible through the  Memo Details link in the profile page. 

Those candidates who have defects in their documents already submitted can
also rectify the defects by uploading the correct documents/certificates through the link
mentioned above. The facility to upload the certificates will be available in the website
from 24.08.2022 to 30.08.2022, 5:00 PM. 

Those  candidates  who  have  defects  in  their  Nativity  proof,  Photograph,
Signature or any memo for balance fee payment can also rectify such defects following
the above steps. 

The scrutiny of applications and certificates uploaded to be considered for NRI
quota seats has been finished and the details have been given in the profile. Candidates
can rectify the defects, if any, by uploading valid documents/certificates to prove their
NRI claim within the above mentioned time limit. Candidates eligible for NRI quota
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but have not claimed it so far can also take advantage of this opportunity to upload the
required documents. 

Note

1. As   per  prospectus  condition  only  Keralite  candidates  are  eligible  for  any
reservation/benefits. 

2. Certificates uploaded as prescribed above only will be considered for granting
any new reservation/education benefits.. 

3. Candidates who wish to be considered for NRI quota seats can also upload the
required documents afresh if not already uploaded the required documents or if
the claim is not allowed so far due to inadequacy in one or more of the already
uploaded documents. 

4. Those candidates who were denied reservation claims due to defects in their
nativity documents need to upload documents/certificates again to prove their
claims  for  reservation  and  nativity  as  Keralite.  If  multiple  documents  are
involved, the documents must be merged into a single PDF file and uploaded as
a single file.
As  this  is  the  last  chance,  candidates  should  ensure  the  correctness  and

completeness of the certificates before uploading and that the certificates are uploaded
within the given time limit itself.  There will be no chance for further rectification of
defects in the documents. 

The certificates/documents received through mail/fax/by hand/by post will not
be considered at any instance. 

Helpline number: 0471- 2525300
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